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Abstract—In this paper we model the TV white space usage
by a WLAN type secondary network. We derive a model that
incorporates spatially non-uniform distributed user demand and
terrain-based radio channel model. We follow the approach
proposed by Electronic Communications Committee (ECC) and
describe the interference from the pixels in the secondary area
to the pixels in the TV coverage area. The demand is described
by the household density and the radio channel is evaluated as
attenuation between the pixels. We also study how well a Poisson
point process (PPP) based interference model describes theactual
interference. We modify the PPP model so that it can describe
non-uniform user distribution and terrain-based channel model.
The proposed model describes the actual interference as a sum
from multiple areas. We study how the size of the selected areas
impacts the approximation of the actual interference distribution.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The use of TV white space (TVWS) is limited by the sec-
ondary users generated aggregate interference. The aggregate
interference depends on multiple system and environment pa-
rameters. The versatility of those parameters makes it difficult
to capture them by one simple model. Because of that the
initial TVWS assessments are based on many simplifications.
The widely utilized models usually do not contain terrain-
based attenuation information, user demand densities, etc[1].

The most prominent aggregate interference model assumes
transmitters to be located as a Poisson point process (PPP) [2].
In its general form, the PPP incorporates a simple power
law based path loss model and independent transmitters’
transmission patterns. Such simplifications give a good initial
approximation of the TVWS environment. They allow to
investigate the general interference behavior and draw coarse
conclusions about the available capacity. Nevertheless, the ac-
tual TVWS assessment and the derivation of the TV receivers
protection criteria should be based on a more detailed and
realistic description of the radio environment.

In this paper we adjust the PPP model with terrain-based
channel model and nonuniform distribution of users. We use
a pixel-based discretization of the environment. The pixelsize
is adopted from the interference estimation approach proposed
by ECC [3]. In this paper we compute the attenuation between
the pixels by using the Longley-Rice channel model with
terrain data [4].

The proposed model is intended to modify the PPP model
for realistic interference environment. The nonuniform user

density has been incorporated into the PPP model in [5]. While
the results in [5] describe the general interference change
in case of nonuniform demand, the proposed model is not
suitable to incorporate the known locations of users. In this
paper we use the PPP model with the household density map.
We split the secondary system service area into smaller areas
where the user density inside each area is assumed to be
constant. We illustrate how the size of the area impacts the
estimated interference level. Also, we compare the resultswith
the naive PPP model where the secondary users are uniformly
distributed and all the users have the same channel attenuation
model.

The proposed model is suitable for estimating the generated
interference from randomly located transmitters. In contrast to
the cellular secondary spectrum access where the locations
of the base stations are arbitrary, the considered scenario
resembles a WLAN type of secondary deployment. Also,
unlike the ECC rules where the allocated power is location
dependent, we consider low-power transmitters with fixed
transmission power level. The target is to estimate the impact
of secondary transmissions under a massive use of spectrum.

It is well known that the PPP model gives only a pessimistic
estimation of the aggregate interference from a WLAN type
system. However, by incorporating the user density informa-
tion and the terrain-based channel attenuation we are able to
estimate the interference levels one could expect in a practical
system. Since WLAN type system is a strong candidate for
TVWS usage [6], it is important to extend the work proposed
here with more precise information about the impact of actual
protocols and user demands.

The paper is organized as follow. In Section II we describe
the system model and the modification proposed to the PPP
model. In Section III we illustrate the performance of the
proposed model by evaluating the interference in an example
area in Finland. In Section IV we conclude the paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

The spectrum utilization in the TVWS is allowed if the
SINR requirement at the TV receivers is not violated. Since it
is impossible to estimate the reception quality at each receiver,
we follow the approach adopted by ECC [3] and describe the
space by discrete points, pixels. The TV reception quality is
calculated at the selected pixels in the TV coverage area. The
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interference at these test pixels is generated from the discrete
pixels covering the area used by the secondary transmitters.

The area used in the numerical computations is illustrated
in Fig. 1a and the corresponding user density in this area
in Fig. 1b. We use the following notation: the number of
test pixels in TV coverage area isM and the secondary
deployment area is discretized withNp pixels. For computing
the slow fading parameters we surround each TV test pixels
with L nearby locations. The slow fading parameters from the
nth interfering pixel to themth test pixel is evaluated based
on the path loss values to thesemℓ locations. The estimation
of the slow fading parameters is described at the end of this
section.

In numerical computations we useM = 10 test pixels inside
the TV coverage area. Each pixel is surrounded byL = 100
test points. The deployment area of secondary transmittersis
a rectangular which is covered by a square lattice. We call the
lattice element as the coverage area of the pixel. Each pixel
is described by the point in the center of its coverage area. In
our computations we useNp = 89× 154 pixels.

At each TV test pixel we compute the SIR as

SIR=
S

I
(1)

where S is the TV signal level andI is the aggregate
interference from the secondary transmitters.

The interference is computed as the sum over interfering
powers

I =
∑

n

Pngnm (2)

wherePn is the interference power emitted from the pixeln
andgnm is attenuation from the secondary pixeln to the test
pixel m.

The attenuation between the pixelsn andm is computed
by using terrain information and Longley-Rice channel model
implementation in SPLAT! computer package [7].

With discrete pixels, the attenuation is not modeled from
each secondary transmitter to each TV test pixel but from
the secondary pixeln to the test pixelm. The interference
from the pixeln is computed as the sum of the powers of the
transmitters inside the pixel coverage area.

We model the WLAN type of secondary spectrum usage.
We know the household density in the secondary deployment
area and assume that each household has one secondary
transmitter. Each transmitter has transmission powerPt and
activity factor ν. The power emitted from thenth secondary
pixel is Pn = KνPt whereK is the number of households
inside the coverage area of pixeln.

We consider the slow fading by not only computing the
attenuation,gnm, from the pixel n to test pixelm but to
each test pointℓ surrounding the test pixelm, gnmℓ

. The
interference distribution and SIR distribution are expressed as
the histograms of the interference in allmℓ test points.

A. PPP based interference modeling

The Poisson point process (PPP) provides a simple approach
that allows to model interference from randomly located
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(b) Density of households.

Fig. 1: The system set up used in modeling.

non-synchronous transmitters. We can use such model for
describing interference from a WLAN transmitter. In order to
model the interference in the above described environment we
modify the PPP model to incorporate the given user density
and channel propagation information.

The interference from a single transmitter at the locationa
is expressed asI1,a (Pt, x) = Ptgaix wheregai is the average
path loss from the locationa to the TV test pointi andx is a
random variable describing the fading and having distribution
pX(x). In our analysis the test pointi can be either a test pixel
m or a test pointmℓ. The distribution of one user located
randomly into the areaA is

I1 (x) = PtxE {gai} = Ptx

∫

A

gaipA (a) da (3)

where pA(a) is the probability of finding the user at the
locationa.

For uniform user distributionpA(a) = 1
A

. The moment



generating function of the interferenceI1 is

M1(s) =

∫

x

pX(x)

∫

A

esxPtgai
1

A
dadx. (4)

For k independent users the moment generating function
can be expressed as

E {M(s)|k} = M1(s)
k. (5)

The PPP model expresses the moments of the interference
from multiple users by averaging the moment distribution of
the number of transmitters in the areaA.

F (s) =

∞
∑

k=0

E {M(s)|k}Pr(k). (6)

The probability of havingk independently located users in
an area is given by the Poisson distribution

Pr(k) = Nk e
−N

k!
(7)

whereN is the average number of users in the areaA.
By using (7) and (5) in (6) we get the moment generating

function for the aggregate interference distribution [8]

F (s) =
∞
∑

k=0

E {M(s)|k}
Nke−N

k!
= eN(M1(s)−1). (8)

The mean and the second moment of the aggregate inter-
ference can be computed from the first two derivatives of (8).

E {IP } = F ′(s)|s=0 =
N

A
PtE {x}

∫

A

gaida (9)

E
{

I2P
}

= F ′′(s)|s=0 (10)

=
N

A
P 2
t E

{

x2
}

∫

A

g2aida+ E {IP }
2

whereIP stands for the aggregate interference from the PPP.
In the following, we adapt the moments computed in (9)

and (10) to describe the interference computed in (2). For that
we modify these equations to incorporate variations of channel
models and user demand.

1) PPP model for nonuniform users density: The moment
generating function (8) is derived for uniform user location
probability distribution. The uniform assumption simplifies the
analysis. The derivation of corresponding moment generating
function for other distributions is very cumbersome. However,
we notice that the moments are computed by integrating over
the service areaA. We can split the area into subareasAt

and sum the moments over these areas. Inside each area the
density can be assumed to be constant (uniform). The first two
moments of the aggregate interference are

E {IP } = F ′(s)|s=0 =
∑

t

Nt

At

PtE {xt}

∫

At

gaida(11)

E
{

I2P
}

= F ′′(s)|s=0 (12)

=
∑

t

Nt

At

P 2
t E

{

x2
t

}

∫

At

g2aida+ E {IP }
2

whereNt is the average number of users inside the areaAt

andxt is a random variable describing the fading.
In shadow fading the random variablext is assumed to have

a log-normal distribution with mean and standard deviation0
andσt respectively, both measured in dB.

2) Modeling the nonuniform attenuation: We are interested
to compare how well a PPP model describes the interference
from the considered WLAN network. The PPP model is
parameterized by the channel model and the user density. We
extract those parameters for the network described in the area
in Fig. 1.

The simplest model for WLAN interference estimation is
to assume the uniform distribution of transmitters and the
same path loss model for each location in the considered area
(Fig. 1). Usually the PPP model is used with the simple power
law based attenuation and slow fading. The distance-based
pathloss is

gai = c · r−α (13)

wherec is the attenutation constant,r is the distance andα is
the path loss exponent.

We assume that the transmissions from all locations inside
an areaAt are described by the same propagation model.
The channel model parameters,ct, αt and σt for the area
At are found by fitting the model (13) to the attenuation
parameters numerically computed by using the Longley-Rice
model. In order to do that, we fix the value of the pathloss
attenuation exponentαt and compute the standard deviation
σt and attenuation constantct from the first two moments of
the aggregate interference distribution.

We allocate a single transmitter at each secondary pixel
inside the areaAt and match the first two moments of the
aggregate interference computed by using the power law and
the terrain-based channel model. It is assumed that the ag-
gregate interference follows the log-normal distribution. This
assumption has been justified by simulations in [9]. The first
two moments of a log-normal distribution with mean equal to
0 dB are

E {xt} = e
σ2

t

2ξ2 (14)

E
{

x2
t

}

= e
2σ2

t

ξ2 (15)

whereξ = 10/log(10) is a scaling constant.
In order to compute the mean interference level by using the

terrain-based model we compute the average interference value
over theL test points. By equating it to the mean interference
level computed from the power-law model we get

ct · e
σ2

t

2ξ2

∑

n∈At

r−α
nm =

1

L

∑

n

∑

ℓ

gnmℓ
(16)

wherernm is the distance from thenth secondary pixel inside
the areaAt to the mth TV test pixel and the transmission
power level has been cancelled out from both sides.

The second moment of the aggregate interference by using
the terrain-based model should be computed over all pairs,
n1, n2, of secondary pixels inside the areaAt. By equating the



second moments obtained from power law based attenuation
and terrain-based channel model we get

c2t · e
σ2

t

ξ2 · (e
σ2

t

ξ2 − 1) ·
∑

n

r−2α
nm =

1
L

∑

ℓ

∑

n1

∑

n2

gn1mℓ
gn2mℓ

−

(

1
L

∑

n

∑

ℓ

gnmℓ

)2

.

(17)

By taking the square of (16) and dividing by sides with (17)
we compute the variance of the slow fading for the areaAt

σ2
t=ξ

2log



1+
(
∑

n r
−α
nm)

2

∑

n r
−2α
nm



L

∑

ℓ

∑

n1

∑

n2

gn1mℓ
gn2mℓ

(
∑

ℓ

∑

n gnmℓ
)
2 −1







 (18)

The attenuation constantct is derived after replacing (18)
into (16)

ct = e
−

σ2

t

2ξ2 ·

∑

n

∑

ℓ

gnmℓ

L ·
∑

n

r−α
nm

. (19)

With the parametersαt, ct and σt at hand, the first two
moments of the aggregate interference can be computed. The
integration in (11) can be approximated as a summation over
the secondary pixels inside the areaAt

∫

At

gaida ≈ Ap · ct ·
∑

n∈At

r−α
nm (20)

where Ap is the pixel coverage area size and the term
Ap · Nt/At is equal to the average number of transmitters
per secondary pixel in the areaAt.

Similarly, for the computation of the second moment (12)
the following approximation is used

∫

At

g2aida ≈ Ap · c
2
t ·

∑

n∈At

r−2α
nm . (21)

III. N UMERICAL EXAMPLES

We illustrate the interference from the WLAN network
located in Helsinki area. The selected area is illustrated in
Fig. 1a and the household density in this area is illustratedin
Fig. 1b. The total number of households in the considered area
is approximately200 000. The considered secondary system
covers area of22 × 42 km2 and the household density is
approximately200 households per km2.

The TV coverage area is visible in Fig. 1a. We selectM =
10 test pixels in the TV coverage area. Each test pixels is
surrounded byL = 10 × 10 test points (mℓ). The test points
are located in the grid with center at the test pixelm and
distance between the grid points is50 m.

The secondary system area is covered byNp = 89 × 154
pixels. The pixel coverage area is equal to250× 250 m2.

We compute the attenuationgnmℓ
between secondary test

pixeln and test pointsmℓ by using Logley-Rice channel model
implementation in SPLAT! software package [7] and terrain
information from digital elevation terrain data [10].

By using our parameter settings, the smallest area the PPP
model can have is one pixel,250 × 250 m2. In Fig. 2 we
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Fig. 2: Pathloss attenuation constant and standard deviation,
both expressed in dB, from each secondary pixeln ∈ A
towards two different TV test pixels.

illustrate the path loss model match between the Longley-Rice
and the power law model (13). In the matching we selected
the path loss exponent to beα = 3.5. In Fig. 2c and Fig. 2d
the standard deviation ranges from3 dB to 9 dB and similar
values are observed for other test points too. One observes
that transmissions from neighboring pixels are in general
described by similar attenuation constants and slow fading
standard deviations. In addition, the propagation characteristics
to different TV test pixels are in general different.

We compute the interference for the WLAN type network
where each household is assumed to have one transmitter and
the transmission activity isν = 0.05. The transmission power
for each secondary transmitter is taken equal toPt = 10
mW. In addition, WLAN transmitters located at a distance
smaller than400 m to the TV coverage area are not allowed to
transmit. The power emitted from each secondary pixel is the
number of households in the pixel area times the transmission
power level10 mW times the activity factorν. In PPP model
the average amount of usersNt in the areaAt is computed
by scaling the total number of households in the area with the
activity factor.

In Fig. 3 we illustrate the cumulative distribution func-
tion (CDF) of the computed interference with different area
sizes. In that figure the continuous blue line describes the
interference computed from (2). We see that the PPP model
overestimates the interference level. Compared to the exact
distribution, the difference in the mean interference levels is
about8 dB. In our system set up most of the households are
concentrated far from the TV protection contour while, the
PPP assumes them to be uniformly distributed inside the area.
However, already for25 areas, splitting the considered area to
5× 5 areas, the PPP based estimation is relatively close to the
actual interference level.

The approximation accuracy in the high values of the
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interference is particularly of interest as it determines whether
the TV protection criteria are violated or not. In the high end,
the approximation error becomes negligible. Good match at the
upper tail of the interference distribution means that the PPP
model describes well the lower tail of SIR distribution. This
is illustrated in Fig. 4. In the SIR computation the TV signal
power is computed based on the transmission power of the
given TV transmitter and the Longley-Rice model. One can see
that for our parameter settings a20 dB SIR target is satisfied
with outage probability10 %. These values are considered to
not violate the protection criteria of the TV receivers.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper we compute the aggregate interference from a
WLAN type secondary network located in the TVWS. As an
illustrative case study we use Helsinki area in Finland. In the
computations we use the terrain and user density information
of the selected area.

In the illustrative case we computed path loss values by the
Longley-Rice model. We show how these relatively precise
channel attenuation values can be approximated with simple
power law and shadow fading based channel model. The
proposed approximation approach can be applied also, when
the attenuation values are not acquired from the computations
but, for instance, from the measurements.

We describe how the well known PPP model has to be
modified in order to describe the aggregate interference in

selected realistic environment. The modified PPP model pro-
vides surprisingly good match to the actual interference level.
However, the good description is acquired only after careful
selection of the model parameter values. For instance, if to
assume a simple uniform demand in the whole secondary
system coverage area the interference levels provided by the
PPP model are far from the actual observed values.

The treatment in this paper is an initial step in modeling the
WLAN system interference. It is well known that a simple PPP
process does not describe the impact of WLAN systems MAC
protocols. How to incorporate such details into the interference
model is the subject of the future research.
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